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Clearing the Plains 2013 in arresting but harrowing prose james daschuk examines the roles that old world diseases climate and most disturbingly
canadian politics the politics of ethnocide played in the deaths and subjugation of thousands of aboriginal people in the realization of sir john a
macdonald s national dream it was a dream that came at great expense the present disparity in health and economic well being between first nations
and non native populations and the lingering racism and misunderstanding that permeates the national consciousness to this day clearing the plains is
a tour de force that dismantles and destroys the view that canada has a special claim to humanity in its treatment of indigenous peoples daschuk
shows how infectious disease and state supported starvation combined to create a creeping relentless catastrophe that persists to the present day the
prose is gripping the analysis is incisive and the narrative is so chilling that it leaves its reader stunned and disturbed for days after reading it i was
unable to shake a profound sense of sorrow this is fearless evidence driven history at its finest elizabeth a fenn author of pox americana required
reading for all canadians candace savage author of a geography of blood clearly written deeply researched and properly contextualized history
essential reading for everyone interested in the history of indigenous north america j r mcneill author of mosquito empires
Jewels of the Plains 2015-11-15 from abronia to zinnia jewels of the plains describes the natural history and garden merits of more than five hundred
great plains wildflowers considered the authoritative guide by native plant enthusiasts and horticulturists it captures the unique beauty resilience
and variety of wildflowers in the great plains claude a barr did not set out to be a writer in 1910 he homesteaded 160 acres of prairie in the
southwest corner of south dakota intending to become a farmer despite challenging conditions barr fell in love with the land and its native flora he
began contributing profiles of plains wildflowers to gardening magazines which precipitated requests for seed and led him to start a mail order
nursery prairie gem ranch what began as a depression era sideline eventually gained a worldwide clientele and barr became a respected ambassador
for the wildflowers of this part of the american landscape decades of observing plants in the wild and growing them for his nursery as well as careful
study of scientific sources gave barr unequaled knowledge that culminated in this acclaimed book wonderfully written and deeply researched
jewels of the plains is more than a field guide or how to manual it s a pioneering text on native plant horticulture that details plant life on the prairie
in the voice of one with intimate familiarity with the subject each description reads like a mini nature essay giving insight into both the plants and
barr s engaging personality edited to incorporate new scientific information this edition includes an introduction and supplemental notes by botanist
and horticulturalist james h locklear he places barr s remarkable life and work in historic and scientific context illuminating his accomplishments
from a fresh perspective
Children of the Plains 2012-07-10 from the mists of krynn s earliest history came the barbarians a young brother and sister escape a pack of predators
and strike out on their own their lives taking parallel courses linked to the destiny of different tribes but dark powers watch the rise of civilization
with cold calculation and deadly intent
Lord of the Plains 1992 in the canadian mountains of 1885 gabriel dumont and his wife madelaine are leaders of the metis the halfindian culture of
the plains the indians are starving and the war is rising
The Plains 2017-04-03 this is the story of the families of the plains obsessed with their land and history their culture and mythology and of the man
who ventured into their world first published in 1982 the plains is a mesmerising work of startling originality this handsome new hardback edition
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is introduced by ben lerner author of the internationally acclaimed novels leaving the atocha station and 10 04 and a work of criticism the hatred of
poetry
God of the Plains 2007 the god of the plains arrives with european settlers in 1892 who immediately begin the construction of a windmill it is a
fitting god for people who insist on living there representing the necessary effort to provide themselves life giving water at the same time it
suggests their quixotic attitude that the human spirit can prevail over the harsh facts of environment
Wolf of the Plains 2010 one man would become a legend the young boy abandoned without a tribe on the harsh mongolian plains faced almost
certain death hunted and alone he dreamed first of revenge against his enemies in time he would unite the great tribes forming one nation under
the sky he would be the father to the nation he would be genghis khan
Zen of the Plains 2014-05-15 although spare sweeping landscapes may appear empty plains and prairies afford a rich unique aesthetic experience one
of quiet sunrises and dramatic storms hidden treasures and abundant wildlife infinite horizons and omnipresent wind all worthy of contemplation
and celebration in this series of narratives photographs and hand drawn maps tyra olstad blends scholarly research with first hand observation to
explore topics such as wildness and wilderness travel and tourism preservation and conservation expectations and acceptance and even dreams and
reality in the context of parks prairies and wild open places in so doing she invites readers to reconsider the meaning of emptiness and ask larger
deeper questions such as how do people experience the world how do we shape places and how do places shape us above all what does it mean to
experience that exhilarating effect known as zen of the plains
The People of the Plains 2004 in people of the plains first published in 1909 amelia mclean paget records her observations of the customs beliefs and
lifestyles of the plains cree and saulteaux among whom she lived
The Plains of the Great West and Their Inhabitants 1876 first published in 1954 robert h lowie s indians of the plains surveys in a lucid and concise
fashion the history and culture of the indian tribes between the mississippi and the rocky mountains the author visited various tribes from 1906 to
1931 observing them carefully participating in their lifeways studying their languages and listening to their legends and tales after a half century of
study lowie wrote this book praised by anthropologists as the synthesis of a lifetime s work a preface by raymond j demallie situates the book in the
history of american anthropology and describes information and changes in interpretation that have emerged since indians of the plains first appeared
Indians of the Plains 1982-01-01 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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The Plains of the Great West and Their Inhabitants 2016-05-23 filled with images both vintage and modern this book illustrates the magnificent
regalia worn by the warriors of the great plains many of today s powwow dancers incorporate vintage components in their outfits and the numerous
craftwork techniques presented here are sure to provide inspiration for creating contemporary dance and ceremonial regalia never before available
in this format the wealth of information in this book covering beginning intermediate and advanced levels of regalia will guide readers in creating
authentic reproductions of the clothing worn by tribes of the northern central and southern plains
Warriors of the Plains 2013-09-05 the papers in this collection deal with the traditions and past history of the plains cree and the effects fifty years ago
of a changing way of life topics covered are the following a winter of hardship indian laws revenge against the blackfoot thunderchild takes his first
horses from the blackfoot it is pu chi to now who tells his story thunderchild takes part in a dangerous game encounter with the blackfoot in the
eagle hills a fight with the scarcee a story of friendship truce making and truce breaking buffalo pounds the buffalo chase the grizzly bear walking
wind tell his story of the grizzly thunderchild s adventure with the bears the foot race a faithless woman the first man the sun dance the thirst
dance and thunderchild s conclusion
Voices of the Plains Cree 1995 a long time ago before the plains region of the united states was divided up into states such as nebraska colorado and
wyoming this land was home to american indians twenty eight unique indian nations built homes and gathered food in the plains they spoke
distinct languages set up political systems and made art they used the natural resources available in their region in order to thrive the wichita lived
in houses made of grass from the outside they looked like giant haystacks omaha and ponca people wore caps made from eagleskin lakota men carved
flutes to play songs for the girls they hoped to marry many american indians still live in the plains region explore the history of these various
nations and find out how their culture is still alive today
Native Peoples of the Plains 2016-08-01 this book aims to provide an in depth study of the plains indians way of life and the effects upon this of the
ambitions and conflicting cultures of europeans and others who sought a new life in north america during the 19th century this is put into context
by looking first of all at the various indigenous peoples of north central and south america and the effects on these of the 15th 16th and 17th century
european exploration and colonization of the americas
A Waif of the Plains 2007-11-28 from the end of the great war to the final years of the 1950s kansas citians lived in a manner worthy of a place called
paris of the plains the title did more than nod to the perfumed ladies who shopped at harzfeld s parisian or the one thousand foot television antenna
nicknamed the eye full tower it spoke to the character of a town that worked for boss tom and danced for count basie but transcended both the
pendergast era and the jazz age author john simonson introduces readers to a town of vaudeville shows and screened in porches where fleets of
cream and black streetcars passed beneath a canopy of elms this is a history that smells equally of lilacs and stockyards and bursts with the clamor of
gunshots radio baseball and the distant whistle of a night train
Tales Across the Plains 2003 the badger clan and the terrapin clan have peacefully co existed on the eastern plains for generations living in harmony
with nature and the spirits who guide them when a herd of mammoths stampede crushing the clans dwellings don a ti and his wife e lo ni embark
on a sacred hunt to keep the beasts from striking again
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A Waif of the Plains 1890 homesteading the plains offers a bold new look at the history of homesteading overturning what for decades has been the
orthodox scholarly view the authors begin by noting the striking disparity between the public s perception of homesteading as a cherished part of
our national narrative and most scholars harshly negative and dismissive treatment homesteading the plains reexamines old data and draws from
newly available digitized records to reassess the current interpretation s four principal tenets homesteading was a minor factor in farm formation
with most western farmers purchasing their land most homesteaders failed to prove up their claims the homesteading process was rife with
corruption and fraud and homesteading caused indian land dispossession using data instead of anecdotes and focusing mainly on the nineteenth
century homesteading the plainsdemonstrates that the first three tenets are wrong and the fourth only partially true in short the public s perception
of homesteading is perhaps more accurate than the one scholars have constructed homesteading the plainsprovides the basis for an understanding of
homesteading that is startlingly different from current scholarly orthodoxy
The Plains Indians 1993 miss nellie perry first visited her brother in the panhandle in 1888 and eventually came to live in ochiltree county in 1916
during those years and afterward she kept journals of her life in the panhandle
Paris of the Plains 2010-05-31 pulitzer prize winning author john mcphee continues his annals of the former world series about the geology of north
america along the fortieth parallel with rising from the plains this third volume presents another exciting geological excursion with an engaging
account of life past and present in the high plains of wyoming sometimes it is said of geologists that they reflect in their professional styles the sort of
country in which they grew up nowhere could that be more true than in the life of a geologist born in the center of wyoming and raised on an
isolated ranch this is the story of that ranch soon after the turn of the twentieth century and of david love the geologist who grew up there at home
with the composition of the high country in the way that someone growing up in a coastal harbor would be at home with the vagaries of the sea
Hunters of the Plains 2008-01-01 america was to me a sort of promised land westward the march of empire holds its way the race is for the moment
to the young what has been and what is we imperfectly and obscurely know what is to be yet lies beyond the flight of our imaginations robert louis
stevenson the amateur emigrant this jacketed hardcover edition of across the plains with other memories and essays 1892 by robert louis stevenson is
the second book in a trilogy that began with the amateur emigrant and ended with the silverado squatters and in which the author described his
travels in the united states each of the 12 chapters is a self contained essay that discusses a particular aspect of what stevenson observed as he traveled
by train from new york to california they give a fascinating view of what travel was in the late victorian period from the perspective of a scottish
visitor
Homesteading the Plains 2017-09 unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to
bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the
quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old
texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy
Woman of the Plains 2015 a cultural and historical view of the plains tribes of the pre reservation period
The Warriors of the Plains 1975 the mystic warriors of the plains offers readers an extraordinarily detailed view of the daily activities of the peoples
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of the north american plains including the sioux cheyenne pawnee nez perce comanche and many others used by kevin costner as a resource text
for the motion picture dances with wolves this is an extraordinarily in depth examination of the day to day lives of the north american plains indians
with over one thousand illustrations and thirty two four color plates covering everything from social customs personal qualities and government to
types of weaponry achievement marks and the training of indian boys the mystic warriors of the plains is a comprehensive encyclopedia of plains
indian lore that will delight and inform everyone interested in understanding the native peoples of the plains magnificently and accurately conveys
both the tragic ironies and splendors of the rich plains civilization newsweek fascinating detail that gives a better idea of the plains people than mere
description can do navajo times
Rising from the Plains 2011-04-01 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Across the Plains 1892 excerpt from the people of the plains there are at the present time several old indians who believe that their forefathers many
years ago came to this from some other continent that they crossed a large body of water landing at several different islands on their voyage that
they travelled towards the rising sun and were stopped in their journey by unfriendly tribes these hostile indians forced them to settle upon the
prairies where they have dwelt for hundreds of years a different language was spoken by their forefathers and the country they came from was
warmer than this part of the world they insist that the great spirit had guided them to this land and had given it to them with all its vast expanses
teeming with game from which they derived their sustenance about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
A Waif of the Plains 2016-06-21 the most honored book ever released by the university of illinois press the plains across was the result of more than a
decade s work by its author here on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the opening of the oregon trail is a paperback reissue that includes the
notes bibliography and illustrations contained in the 1979 cloth edition
The Plains Indians 1994 national bestseller with his unique blend of intrepidity tongue in cheek humor and wide eyed wonder ian frazier takes us
on a journey of more than 25 000 miles up and down and across the vast and myth inspiring great plains a travelogue a work of scholarship and a
western adventure great plains takes us from the site of sitting bull s cabin to an abandoned house once terrorized by bonnie and clyde to the scene of
the murders chronicled in truman capote s in cold blood it is an expedition that reveals the heart of the american west
The Mystic Warriors of the Plains 2002 a study of the changes initiated into the systems and culture of the plain dwellers
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The Horsemen of the Plains 2022-10-27 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will
see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and
other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The People of the Plains (Classic Reprint) 2015-07-20 in 1894 when a s mercer published this angry eyewitness account of the cattlemen s invasion
of wyoming the book was so thoroughly and ruthlessly suppressed that few copies of that edition remain today although historians have since
questioned some of mercer s conclusions about the johnson county range war they have never controverted the facts of the cattlemen homesteader
struggle as he grimly reported them with the intention of executing alleged rustlers and terrorizing the homesteaders a band of fifty two cattlemen
and hired gunmen invaded johnson country wyoming in april 1892 after besieging and killing the bravest man in johnson county the raiders in
turn found themselves besieged by the homesteaders and finally in the protective custody of the untied states cavalry further legal and illegal
maneuvering permitted the invaders to go unpunished but the cattlemen never again attempted to retain their hold over the range with organized
mob violence in this new edition of the banditti of the plains the original text has been followed with the utmost fidelity even including the
illustrations an informed and interesting foreword by william h kittrell has been added to the book
The Plains Across 1993 this book is part of the tredition classics series the creators of this series are united by passion for literature and driven by the
intention of making all public domain books available in printed format again worldwide at tredition we believe that a great book never goes out of
style several mostly non profit literature projects provide content to tredition to support their good work tredition donates a portion of the proceeds
from each sold copy as a reader of a tredition classics book you support our mission to save many of the amazing works of world literature from
oblivion
My Sixty Years on the Plains 2010-10 sixteen papers by foremost american canadian and english historical geographers examine the sources of
imagery of the american and canadian great plains the processes of image formation and the behavioral implications of various kinds of images the
papers deal with exploratory images of the plains resource evaluation in the prefrontier west governmental appraisal of the western frontier real and
imagined climatic hazards the desert and garden myths and adaptations to reality
Great Plains 2001-05-04
The Great Plains 1959-01-01
PEOPLE OF THE PLAINS 2016-08-28
The People of the Plains 2019-02-23
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The Banditti of the Plains 2013-06-14
Thirty-One Years on the Plains and in the Mountains, Or, the Last Voice from the Plains 2011-11
Images of the Plains 1975-01-01
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